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Ellie Garrett never planned on being a divorced, single motherâ€”she also never planned to get

married again. Ever. Her ordinary life changes when the house across the street is sold. The new

owner is Nick Coulterâ€”quarterback and MVP for the Sacramento Defenders. Oh yeah, heâ€™s

also one of People magazineâ€™s top 100 most beautiful people and Americaâ€™s most eligible

bachelor. So why would she pick him to have her first crush on since her divorce?  Recently retired

from the NFL, Nick is more than ready to find a wife and start a family. He's tired of his high-profile

lifestyle and moves to Pleasant Wood, Colorado, hoping to finally settle down and focus on his

foundation Kids Come First. It would just feel nice to be a normal guy. Of course being rebuffed by

Ellie the first few times he meets her makes him feel a little too normal. As Nick and Ellie become

acquainted, their mutual attraction is hard to ignore. But Ellieâ€™s been hurt before by her

womanizing ex-husband. Sheâ€™s not sure that Nick has left behind his playboy reputation. Can

she risk falling in love with the celebrity football player or will she miss her chance at scoring big in

the game of love?
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This was a good book! It was nice and clean which was nice. I usually stay away from romance

books because of sexual content so this was a pleasure to read. I liked the bit of suspense towards

the end of the book when I thought the conflict was over. It kept me engaged and interested. I liked

that the story didn't end where a lot of other stories would have but that it continued on and provided

closure. I loved the happy ending!! I love happy endings and when good guys win so this book was

perfect for me. I will be recommending this book to all of my friends and family!

I thoroughly enjoyed this novel. It is sweet, romantic, and just plain fun. The cover immediately drew

me in and the novel didn't disappoint. The author's writing style is engaging. I can hardly wait for

more books from this author. Count me as a fan!

Want a book you cant put down? Then read this! From the first chapter I was hooked. I loved the

witty banter and the beautifully woven story with a great message. She has a way of writing that you

are there in her story living and breathing with these characters. I can not wait to read more from

this amazing new author!!

I loved this novel. Very romantic. A fun read. Great kissing, but clean. Christian romance that isn't

preachy. Can't wait for next novel from this author.

I really enjoyed this story. I couldn't help smiling many times throughout the tale. I felt like I really got

to know Ellie and Nick. I appreciated Ellie's reluctance to have a relationship and the fact that the

main characters didn't play games with each other's hearts. I also liked that Ellie's reluctance

because of her failed first marriage didn't come across as stupidity. All of the characters were

somewhat stereo-typed, but the author spun an enjoyable story.

I absolutely loved it! Stayed up until 2 the first night, and then finished it the next day. I couldn't put it

down! It is a great book!Nice Job Cindy!!! Can't wait for her next book.

OMG I luved this book it. Waz soooooooooooo romantic and filled with a motion.it had me goin

crazy when mum made me stop reading it.I hope I can find another book like this-romantic and the

woman being headstrong!!! : ) : ) : ) YAY!!!



Fun clean quick story about a divorced mom with a cute preschooler who meets a handsome retired

football player. Matchmaking neighbors, a nice little romance, some misunderstandings, and a

mystery all wrapped into one. Living in Colorado, I got a kick out of the story taking place here.

Some product placement/name-dropping felt a little weird. A nice clean little romance!
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